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Abstract—Data infrastructures manage the life cycle of digital assets and allow users to efficiently discover them. To improve the Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability and Re-usability (FAIRness) of digital assets, a data infrastructure needs to provide digital assets with not only rich meta information and semantics contexts information but also globally resolvable identifiers. The Persistent Identifiers (PIDs), like Digital Object Identifier (DOI) are often used by data publishers and infrastructures. The traditional IP network and client-server model can potentially cause congestion and delays when many consumers simultaneously access data. In contrast, Information Centric Networking (ICN) technologies such as Named Data Networking (NDN) adopt a data centric approach where digital data objects, once requested, may be stored on intermediate hops in the network. Consecutive requests for that unique digital object are then made available by these intermediate hops (caching). This approach distributes traffic load more efficient and reliable compared to host-to-host connection oriented techniques, and demonstrates attractive opportunities for sharing digital objects across distributed networks. However, such an approach also faces several challenges. It requires not only an effective translation between the different naming schemas among PIDs and NDN, in particular for supporting PIDs from different publishers or repositories. Moreover, the planning and configuration of an ICN environment for distributed infrastructures are lacking an automated solution. To bridge the gap, we propose an ICN planning service with specific consideration of interoperability across PID schemas in the Cloud environment.

Index Terms—Named Data Networking, Persistent Identifier, Digital Object Interface Protocol, FAIRness, Network Functions Virtualization

I. INTRODUCTION

Data infrastructures manage the life cycle of data assets, and allow users to effectively discover and utilize data for their specific purposes. Typical examples include EuroArgo\(^1\) and SeaDataNet\(^2\) for ocean observation data, Integrated Carbon Observation System Research Infrastructure (ICOS)\(^3\) and Aerosol, Clouds and Trace Gases (ACTRIS)\(^4\) for air monitoring data, and European Plate Observing System (EPOS)\(^5\) for solid earth monitoring. Those data infrastructures (sometimes also called research infrastructures) become important facilities for enabling data centric research, and can significantly enhance the feasibility for research at the system level, e.g., for studying global climate change and natural disasters.

However, to effectively discover and utilize resources across different infrastructures, users still face the challenges of limited FAIRness of digital assets. It becomes a common problem for many research infrastructures to improve their FAIRness; several projects have been funded for this purpose. The EU recently funded project ENVRI-FAIR\(^6\) is such an effort for improving the FAIRness for more than 10 environmental research infrastructures. In this context, the globally resolvable identifier (also called (PID)) of digital objects and their rich contextual metadata are often highlighted as important aspects, as recommended in the 11 principles of FAIRness\(^7\).

Moreover, the classical client-server, or P2P solutions are lacking support for distributing digital objects from heterogeneous repositories, in particular for handling continuously growing data quantity, sources and involved users (network congestion). Protocols like the Digital Object Interface Protocol (DOIP) have also been recommended by the community of Research Data Alliance (RDA) to handle the sharing of digital objects. However, it is still challenging to share data with a PID among different infrastructures. This is due to the incompatible nature between the different schemas used in the PID standards.

Furthermore, network technologies such as Software Defined Networking (SDN)\(^1\) provide application aware adaptability. While Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)\(^2\) may provide efficient resource management and sharing over common network infrastructures. However, these advanced technologies still lack seamless support for being embedded in the data management life cycle, e.g., for discovering and sharing digital objects with PIDs. Koulouzis et al. discussed the feasibility to use ICN solutions like NDN to distribute the digital objects with PIDs. However, the work did not solve the challenge of the incompatible (heterogeneous) nature between the PID standards, and only implemented the PID schema from a single publisher [3]. Cloud caching [4] and data lake [5] are other types of solutions which focus on smart caching of the digital objects across distributed infrastructures, but did not have an explicit model of the data contents global resolvable
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\(^1\)https://www.euro-argo.eu/
\(^2\)https://www.seadatanet.org/
\(^3\)https://www.icos-ri.eu/
\(^4\)https://www.actris.eu/
\(^5\)https://www.epos-ip.org/
\(^6\)www.envri-fair.eu/
\(^7\)https://www.force11.org/
identifiers.

On the other hand, network technologies have made significant progress during the past years for improving distribution efficiency, e.g., Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) [6], BitTorrent [7] and NDN [8]. Like NDN, a CDN also places content closer to its users. This is done by caching data in multiple geographical locations which, in a CDN, are reachable over IP (often via anycast). In NDN, data is routed by name instead of IP. NDN has another advantage over IP. NDN is able to use multiple paths and unlike IP it is able to handle loops on the forwarding layer. A loop-free topology is realized by inserting a nonce in every interest packet (query) which allows to identify duplicate interests for named data, allowing multiple paths to be used which may increase throughput efficiency. Information about paths in the network are maintained in a layer called the strategy layer. This layer keeps track of two-way traffic and changes local forwarding decisions based on traffic observations. The term ‘face’ is used in NDN to describe a connection to a forwarder, which may be of any class of the underlay (e.g. IP, Bluetooth, etc.). Furthermore, similar to NDN, CDNs may serve as a mitigation for Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks [9].

BitTorrent tries to determine the best peers based on trial-and-error. The protocol ‘chokes’ and ‘unchocks’ peers in order to guess the best quality peers to download from. This method is applied because unlike NDN, BitTorrent has no knowledge of the network topology and routing policies. Furthermore, data can only be verified in the application layer. Unlike BitTorrent, NDN has the ability to detect corrupt data in the network layer (instead of the application layer) by the use of cryptographic hashes. Therefore, corrupt data is not forwarded once corruption is detected and thus saving bandwidth.

In this paper, we extend our earlier work of NDN-as-a-service for PID data objects (Naas4PID) [3], and specifically look at three aspects in applying NDN in data infrastructures: 1) how to seamlessly publish version controlled digital objects with a PID, 2) how to plan and deploy a customized virtual NDN environment for user communities on different infrastructures, and 3) how to distribute digital objects from distributed data sources with heterogeneous PID publishers. We will use a case study from SeaDataNet and structure the paper in five parts. First we will briefly introduce the pilot use case, and review the state of the art and related work. And then we will present the proposed solution and demonstrate its usage based on the use case.

II. PROBLEM BACKGROUND, CHALLENGES AND RELATED WORK

A data infrastructure often aggregates several data sources, and provide their metadata via catalogues for users to precisely discover data assets. To deliver high quality services to the user community, an infrastructure like SeaDataNet often has to face several challenges:

1) Fault tolerance challenges. SeaDataNet originally only gathers metadata from remote repositories, and the user has to access the individual remote repositories to obtain data. Such client-server style not only creates high load for the repository but also network traffic congestion.

2) Performance challenges. A Cloud replica has been created in SeaDataNet to duplicate each remote repository in the Cloud. In this way, the clients can directly retrieve the copy of data assets from the Cloud server. However, such a solution also needs careful customization for load-balancing and service placement to reach the required quality of service or user experiences.

3) Scalability challenges. SeaDataNet faces the continuous growth of both data providers and the user communities. In many cases, geo special data retrieval needs calculation of the region, layers and the time duration. The system has to face scalability challenges of both network and the server capacity.

In the rest of the section, we will review the related work of these topics and discuss the key contributions of our work.

A. Persistent Identifiers

PIDs are in essence a permanent reference to a document, file, web page or data object. Generally, a PID is assigned to a digital data object on request of the client, after which the service guarantees that whenever this identifier is resolved, it will provide necessary meta information about the digital object. PIDs do not guarantee that the digital object will be available forever; a PID should still be resolvable (to the metadata) even if the digital object has been deleted.

PIDs often have different ‘namespaces’ which can be used to point to different sub-resolvers, much like how URLs can have different sub-domains. These namespaces can be used to allow a single resolver to resolve multiple top-level PIDs to a number of distinct resolvers which have their own PID resolution system and separate repositories for storing data. This structure allows multiple different organizations to resolve data using a single PID scheme, as long as they agree to uphold the persistence policies set by the top-level resolver. Typical schemas of PID include DOI, Uniform Resource Name (URN) and Persistent Uniform Resource Locator (PURL). PIDs are often provided by the third party registers, like the European Persistent Identifier Consortium (ePIC), DataCite, ORCID and ISNI.

B. PID objects over ICN

Karakannas proposed a mapping architecture for resolving PIDs to ICN names by the use of a mapping server, and for delivering big data with PIDs [11].

Mousa researched the fetching and sharing of DOI objects with ICN such as NDN. The researcher’s approach focused only on DOI digital objects within NDNs. The researcher explained that the difference in NDN naming of different PID providers must be taken into account, such that the correct

---

8We distinguish repository and registry based on the Digital Object Architecture; registry is for storing metadata while the repository is for storing the data objects. They can often be combined [10].
prefix is used within NDN to identify specific PID types. In the researcher’s design, the translation happened in the consumer’s browser. The consumer has the choice to either request the digital object by its NDN name or PID [12].

Kolouzis et al. continued the research done by Karakannas [11] and Mousa [12] and proposed an architecture to map PIDs into the naming schema of NDN. A PID2NDN gateway was proposed for resolving PIDs to NDN names, an NDN node that implements a virtualized NDN router, and an NDN4PID manager for automating the management of the NDN overlay in Cloud or e-infrastructure.

C. Named Data Networking

When the Internet was conceived it was designed for host-to-host communication. This means that in order to retrieve data, a host needs to retrieve the data from an IP address. Nowadays the Internet is increasingly data-oriented rather than host-oriented. When many data consumers request the same content, congestion may occur. Data locality sits on top of that problem, since data needs to cross distance as well, resulting in latency. Several technologies and methods have been developed to assist in efficient data distribution to improve performance.

NDN is a popular ICN implementation, although it is not yet implemented on a large scale. There have been several large testbeds established during the past years, e.g., for scientific research in delivering climate data [13], and the hadron collider network [14]. From those practices, NDN provided performance improvements compared to classical data delivery techniques based on IP. In those work, cache size played an important role in optimising performance, and a 1GB NDN cache at the edge of the NDN can already significantly improve data distribution and reduce the network load. However, native NDN congestion control is still an open research area [15].

Kolouzis et al. investigated different strategies for caching, replacement and forwarding for different size data objects, and concluded that the ‘leave copy everywhere’ caching strategy provided the best performance ratio between cache size to digital object size for generic data usage [3]. However, ‘leave copy down’ and ‘leaving copies with probability’ performed best for delivering big data objects. Koulouzis et al. also concluded that the ascending ordering of digital objects enhances network performance when combined with the ‘least recently used’ caching strategy. Yuan et al. [16] used the Content-Centric Networking (CCNx) application9 to investigate NDN forwarding strategies, and concluded that packets with long names often degraded performance. Tortelli et al. researched the effectiveness of two opposite forward strategies; flooding and best-route (with and without caching) [17]. Several experiments lead them to the conclusion that there are pros and cons in each forwarding strategy. But that it is difficult to determine the best performing forward strategy.

Those practices and performance characteristics provide valuable information for designing and customising an NDN environment.

D. Network planning and customization

Planning and customizing the topology and capacity of a network is crucial to meet the requirements of applications. McCabe applies a systems methodology approach towards network design [18], and identifies three core phases; analysis, architecture and design. These simple, yet important planning phases describe how to make technology and topology decisions in a network, especially for large deployments. These decisions are guided based on inputs, the initial input may be from users and/or from network metrics. Then the analysis phase determines the relationships between users, applications, devices and networks and translates that into a flow analysis. The architecture and design phase determines a high-level network design and implementation plan. This helps to determine the location of the NDN nodes across (global) data centers by the use of cloud orchestrators, as will be discussed in more detail later.

Using SDN and other programmable network technologies, developers can control the flows via the service interface provided by the network control plane [19]. Using the Cloud environment, the virtual networks can be fully customized and manipulated based on the application constraints. In [20] [21], Wang et al., proposed a critical path based approach to plan a virtual infrastructure, including virtual machines, their topology, and the placement of SDN controllers. Those work were so far mainly for the traditional IP based networks. The planning solutions for an ICN network is still quite limited.

E. Summary

From the discussion, we can clearly see the advantages of using ICN technologies in distributing digital objects; however, an ICN has not yet been widely deployed as a physical infrastructure, except experimental testbeds. The PIDs of digital objects are crucial to make digital assets FAIR. Seamless integration between NDNs and the heterogeneous PID repositories are still a challenge due to the different PID schemas in use.

In this context, we specifically highlighted three challenges in setting up ICN environments in the Cloud: i) complexity of the data publishing and PID assignment, ii) automation of virtual NDN environment planning and provisioning and iii) interoperability among heterogeneous PID schema and the NDN namespace. To tackle those challenges, we will bring the following three contributions:

1) Provide services to enable data managers to seamlessly publish data objects and obtain PIDs during the data management life cycle.
2) Provide a network planner to plan virtual NDN environments based on the characteristics of the data sources and user access patterns.
3) Develop a PID interoperability service in the NDN for handling different PID schemas.

9https://wiki.fd.io/view/Cicn
III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

An on demand NDN environment manager for data infrastructures, or Named Data Networking for Data Infrastructures (NDN4DI), is proposed to facilitate the application of NDN in the context of data infrastructures. Fig. 1 shows the basic idea. The system aims to provide support for 1) a data manager to publish data objects and obtain the PID for them, and 2) plan a customized NDN environment at Cloud providers, and 3) automate the provision and deployment of the planned environment. After the NDN environment is in operation, the NDN4DI also provides functions for handling PID repositories from different publishers.

Fig. 1. Basic idea of the proposed on demand NDN planner solution for data infrastructures

A. PID assignment during data management

Lots of existing data infrastructures are originated from early legacy systems, e.g., environmental observation stations, and lack of a global data identifier centered design for data services.

Following from the workflow in Fig. 2, it is divided into three distinct parts: Version control system, data publication and data distribution. Content created by community content providers is processed and stored (in its internal repository) by the version control system in any form that is required by its specific use case. Once submitted content has been approved, it is published to persistent data and metadata repositories by any PID schema. From there, the data can be discovered and accessed by content consumers through the NDN by the use of the NaaS4PID service.

B. Support multiple PID repositories

To distribute data objects with PID over NDN, we have to handle the interface between NDN nodes and the repositories of PID data objects. The PID to NDN gateway is the key component, as shown in Fig. 3. The general idea is that a user enters a PID of the digital object that the user wants to retrieve at the client and gets back the requested digital object. The retrieval of a digital object depends if it is already published in the NDN or not. The PID to NDN gateway implements the translation of different PID types and sends the translated name back to the client. Furthermore, we identify PID types based on pattern matching as described by Mousa [12]. PID metadata can be used to substitute missing fields in the PID URN in order to create an NDN compatible hierarchy. Research done by Olschanowsky et al. was used for deriving NDN names from metadata [22].

Fig. 2. A basic scenario for publishing data objects from a version control system.

Fig. 3. Virtual NDN functions for achieving PID interoperability

The gateway is responsible for translating a PID to an NDN compatible name. If the digital object is already available in NDN, then the gateway sends the translated NDN name back to the client. The client then retrieves the digital object from NDN. If the digital object is not available in NDN, then the gateway sends back the PID link to the client and caches the digital object in NDN for future requests.

We implemented the Handle PID type, the URN PID type schema of the national library of the Netherlands, as well as the DOI type schema of PANGAEA. Based on pattern matching of the PID type schema10, the gateway detects what kind of PID type it has to translate to NDN. Then, when a PID type matches, the associated function is called to translate the

10https://github.com/Aqual1te/rdp/blob/master/Scripts/pid_server.py#L58-L62
PID to an NDN compatible name\textsuperscript{11}. The matching patterns of most standardised PID type schemas are documented in the ePIC Data Type Registry (DTR)\textsuperscript{12}, and can be implemented in the gateway to support a wide range of PID types.

C. NDN on virtual infrastructures

The NDN planning component models the NDN function as containers, and plans an NDN environment based on the VM based virtual infrastructure. Fig. 4 illustrates the basic idea.

![Fig. 4. High-level network design.](image)

The virtual functions for NDN nodes are as follows, the producer is assigned the function to make data available in the NDN. The consumer is assigned to request data from the producer. However, in NDN, any node that has named data, can reply to interest packets. So the producer and consumer functions can be interchangeable. The router’s function is to forward interest packets between the two cloud providers.

The planning procedure is designed based on the basic principle in [18], but in the following steps:

1. Select the proper size of the virtual machine, based on the location of the data sources and the users.
2. Based on the typical size of the data objects, estimate the optimal size of the cache of each node. This has to be bound to the total budget planned for the environment.
3. Place the NDN function on the nodes e.g., NDN gateways, and the NDN routing functions.

A virtual NDN environment is thus a set of networked virtual machines, with the deployment of containers for NDN functions. The description of the virtual machines, topologies, and the NDN functions are described using a standardised language called Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [23]. TOSCA provides a rich set of elements, e.g., nodes, relationships and interfaces, to describe the basic structure of the virtual machines. Relationships between the virtual machines and the NDN functions may be enforced with TOSCA primitives such as ‘dependsOn’, ‘hostedOn’ and ‘connectsTo’.

Interfaces are used to control the life cycle of a component and consist as a set of hooks to trigger actions, these actions are create, configure, start, stop or delete. These hooks can be triggered to e.g. configure and create containers, stop or start a service or do system maintenance such as delete artifacts after a service is stopped. An abstract example is shown in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, a TOSCA diagram is illustrated. This diagram represents an abstract template description of the TOSCA relationships, in which the gray rectangular boxes are the core scalability factors. The scaling properties are highlighted in the rectangular areas. The left area, highlighted as ‘scaling in/out resources’ contain a dependency chain of the virtual NDN functions.

D. NDN automation

An NDN is typically distributed geographically. Therefore, deploying NDN on global Cloud providers allows a broad distribution. The heterogeneous nature in Cloud environments can make deployment automation and management complicated. The NDN4DI automates the provisioning of the TOSCA description in the virtual NDN environment using Dynamic Real-time Infrastructure Planner (DRIP) [24], an engine developed by the same team in earlier projects. Kubernetes is employed to automate the orchestration of the containerized NDN functions.

In Fig. 5, a VM needs to be provisioned first (step 1), before a pod (container) can be deployed on Kubernetes (step 2 to 5). This is described by the ‘dependsOn’ relationship. Furthermore, with the requirements defined, input constraints are described. These constraints are used by the orchestrator to make sure that the NDN infrastructure has sufficient resources available to operate. Once a VM is deployed, the dependency for Kubernetes is satisfied, thus Kubernetes can then be setup (step 2). Kubernetes can then deploy pods by the use of interfaces (step 3). These interfaces feed the containers with environment variables such as the gateway, a list of routes, the transport protocol for NDN, the NDN strategies and on which Kubernetes node this pod should run. The environment variables are given to the interface via the TOSCA inputs. These environment variables are then used by scripts that run inside the pods to setup NDN. Several constraints are set for these environment variables such as which valid transport protocols can be used for NDN, which NDN strategies are valid and which nodes are available. These constraints are defined with e.g. ‘valid_values’ or ‘greater_than’ definitions. These constraints help to guide the orchestrator to verify the inputs that are given for the template description. As illustrated in the second gray area ‘scaling in/out the application’, several pods can be instantiated (step 5a, 5b and 5c) from the image (step 4). These pods enable the virtual NDN functions. These pods establish the NDN and therefore are connected via the ‘connectsTo’ relationship. This network expands over to other Kubernetes nodes in the cluster by the use of the Kubernetes built-in overlay network.

IV. System prototype

The data publishing tool is prototyped as a service, which provides an interface for both user interaction (Fig. 6) and

---

\textsuperscript{11}https://github.com/AquaL1te/rp2/blob/master/Scripts/pid_server.py#L17-L37

\textsuperscript{12}http://dtr-test.pidconsortium.eu/
The orchestrators mentioned, when combined with a TOSCA parser are still in an experimental phase. Therefore, in our prototype we deployed the 2 VMs and Kubernetes nodes manually. In practice the life cycle of also the Kubernetes pods are managed by a TOSCA orchestrator. Without having a TOSCA-ready orchestrator available, steps 2 through 5 in Fig. 5 were be carried out by Kubernetes exclusively. This was done by defining the configuration properties of the pods manually\(^{13}\). These properties include the NDN function name, e.g. router, producer or consumer. And also includes the routes (NDN prefixes) and the associated NDN face with the transport protocol to use (TCP or UDP). These parameters were then inserted into the NDN Forwarding Information Base (FIB) by the scripts that were executed inside the pod\(^{14}\). The NDN strategies were also configured by these scripts. Furthermore, the PID to NDN name translation prototype (section III-B) is containerized as NFV pods in our deployment prototype (NDN4DI). This enables flexible scaling by the use of Cloud providers.

### A. Performance characteristics

The current prototype of NDN4DI has been benchmarked in a test environment (Fig. 4). We ran the following performance tests within our proof of concept using a 10MB, 100MB, 250MB, 500MB and a 1000MB digital data object size. We performed the performance tests ten times for each digital object size and protocol. The different digital object sizes were chosen in order to determine if there is a certain trend between the digital object size and performance. The performance trend is illustrated in Fig. 7 and shows the average of the test runs. We can observe that NDN over UDP outperforms the TCP/IP connection used for retrieving data objects from the

\(^{13}\)https://github.com/AquaL1te/rp2/blob/master/Kubernetes/expanded-cluster.yml

\(^{14}\)https://github.com/AquaL1te/rp2/blob/master/Docker/producer/docker-entrypoint.sh
Handle PID server that we setup with all chosen object sizes. Furthermore, NDN over TCP outperforms NDN over UDP. This result correlates with the research done by Lim et al. [13]. Fig. 7 illustrates that the performance converges with a 250MB digital object. We can therefore conclude that the relative performance difference between NDN and TCP/IP becomes smaller with object sizes larger than 250MB. Research done by Oran concluded that this observation is due to NDN’s nature of handling big object sizes. Which may cause a performance problem due to the cost of retransmission when interests are retransmitted (or re-issued) [25].

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 7. Object size to performance relation.

The results gathered were merely based on best-effort test scenarios and are inconclusive. Therefore, further and more detailed research is required.

B. A SeaDataNet case study

Taking the data management scenario of SeaDataNet described in II as an example, the proposed NDN4DI solution can be utilized in several ways.

1) Fault tolerance challenges. By using the on demand NDN environment, the digital data objects from the distributed repositories will be cached based on the access frequency in the Cloud. The planner can be used to compute and optimize cache sizes, and the topology of the NDN nodes. In this case, the single point of failure of the remote repository can be avoided.

2) Performance and scalability challenges. Using the containerized NDN function over a virtual infrastructure, nodes and the containers can be scaled out efficiently. We have not demonstrated the software in this paper; however, the feasibility of auto-scaling of the virtual machine and the auto-configuration of NDN nodes can clearly realise it.

3) PID of data objects. The data publishing tool can be utilized by the remote data sources to automate the publishing of their data products. In the context of data infrastructures, a PID is often not a technical question; the most difficult part is for the community to agree on a standard. In this paper, we did not discuss that part, but only focused on the technical aspects in automating the publishing workflow.

4) With NDN4DI, multiple PID types can be integrated into the NDN. Furthermore, by utilizing NDN, network load may be more distributed by the use of in-network caching, which also lowers latency for the data consumers. NDN4DI allows flexible scaling by the use of NFV and Cloud providers. This flexibility mostly stems from the central point of orchestration which enables an infrastructure to adjust for higher network loads.

V. Summary

In this paper, we discussed the data sharing challenges in the data infrastructures and proposed an NDN based solution (NDN4DI) to tackle the challenge. We presented three key components in the NDN4DI system, and discussed their prototypes based on the PID, Cloud and NDN technologies.

A. Discussion

We adopted a system based network planning approach, based on McCabe’s method [18] to create a high-level design of the NDN in TOSCA. By using the TOSCA standard, deployments in TOSCA-ready Cloud providers are possible with a uniform deployment description. This flexibility allows the data distribution network to scale easily and make management uncomplicated. However, TOSCA-ready Cloud providers are still rare, for our prototype to be more relevant, a wider adoption is needed.

Kubernetes was utilized to keep a central control over the NDN. However, if these pods do not share the same persistent cached data, cache misses may occur, which results in performance degradation. Cache misses are expensive since they require an update of the cache, which puts load on the original publisher of the data. Therefore, pods preferably are configured with persistent data volumes. Kubernetes can also load-balance requests between a set of identical pods.

The NDN configuration is still complex; a generic solution is still lacking, which was due to the immature NDN routing protocols. However, there are two promising routing protocols in development; Open Shortest Path First for NDN (OSPFN) by Lan Wang et. al. [26] and Named-data Link State Routing (NLSR) [27]. With a routing protocol, the NDN management process would become less complicated and more resilient.

Furthermore, in data infrastructures, identification services are used and utilize different PID schemas. Our prototype offers better integration between the identification and the data transmission services. However, our prototype exists outside of the NDN source code. For the best application of this functionality, we recommend the integration of these interoperability functionalities into the native NDN source code. This would remove the need to run a translation gateway.
Large data infrastructures are in general a federated architecture, where each federation is responsible for its own budget and infrastructure. However, our prototype assumes central control over the NDN. Our prototype could be approached in several ways. The discussed solutions could be deployed as an internal data-sharing platform per infrastructure and interconnect those NDNs, thus maintaining the federated model. Or, it could be deployed as a third party data-sharing platform, where one can deploy and operate the NDN for multiple infrastructures. Our research did not explore these subjects. However, it provides the flexibility to deploy these solutions in such a manner.

B. Conclusions
From the work, we can conclude that Cloud environments provide elastic resources for planning and customizing NDN based environments for the distributed data infrastructures to share data objects. The automated planning, provisioning and deployment of NDN environments are important to improve the usability of NDN in distributed data infrastructures. The proposed NDN4DI solution moves towards that direction.

C. Future work
The work will be continued with case studies with real operational data infrastructures. First, a detailed performance comparison with the current Cloud replica solution used by SeaDataNet and the NDN4DI will be performed. Moreover, the ENVRI-FAIR is a data infrastructure project which recently started, more than 10 different infrastructures are in the project. In this context, more use cases will be identified to improve the implementation of NDN4DI.
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